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S ince 2008, when michael best surveyed the field of Shakespeare 
video games and reported just a handful of fairly unsuccessful 
experim ents at the border betw een Shakespeare education and 
gaming entertainm ent, the field of Shakespeare gaming has ex
ploded . 1 There are currently dozens of video as well as board and 
card games about Shakespeare’s life, drama, and theatrical culture. 
Although very few scholars have paid much attention to them, they 
are worth closer analysis not only for scholars of adaptation studies 
and popular culture, but also for scholars of drama, theater history, 
and perform ance . 2 To be sure, most games sim ply trade on the 
bard’s cultural iconicity, using theater to sell games (or products 
advertised on free gaming Web sites), but increasingly theater pro
ponents have reversed this strategy, using games to sell theater. In 
addition to the many commercial games available for personal 
com puters, sm artphones, and iPads, games have emerged on the 
Web sites of esteemed heritage institutions for Shakespeare, includ
ing the Stratford Shakespeare Festival in Ontario and Shake
speare’s Globe theater in London . 3

W hether driven by financial profits or a mission to keep the clas
sics alive (or both), Shakespeare-themed games aspire to have cul
tural impact and arguably have a good chance of doing so. As they 
expose a broader public to Shakespeare theater, they hold out the 
hope of luring a younger, h ipper set into patronizing the theater 
arts by making unin itia ted  audiences more comfortable w ith 
Shakespeare’s plays and theatrical perform ance in general. But 
what can games do for Shakespearean theater that it cannot do for 
itself? Insofar as many Shakespeare consumers tend to think of the
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plays as hallow ed artistic objects to be watched quietly and 
respectfully, theater-themed games can leverage the interactivity of 
gaming to draw out the interactive qualities of Shakespeare’s plays. 
They can turn Shakespearean theater into (or reveal that it already 
is) a game audiences might play. Surprisingly, few games actually 
manage this feat, however, and my essay explores w hy certain 
games struggle more than others to translate the phenomenology of 
theater into gaming.

I focus on a genre of theater-themed games that ought to be well 
poised to simulate and express the interactivity of theatrical per
formance: games that turn  their players into creators of theater 
(actors, dram atists, theater managers, or designers). W hat I term 
theater-making games can be distinguished from w hat can be 
called drama-making games, in which the player essentially inhab
its or controls a Shakespearean character; in drama-making games, 
the gamer does not im personate the character in the guise of an 
actor, but rather becomes the character usually to change its out
come in a dramatic plot . 4 We can also distinguish theater-making 
games from another, even more prolific subset of Shakespeare 
games I would describe as scholar-making games, which center on 
trivia, turning the player into a student of Shakespeare and his the
ater . 5 Unlike scholar- or drama-making games, in which players for 
the most part consum e someone else’s fiction or historical data, 
theater-making games invite players to feel for themselves what it 
is like to put on a play, in all its diverse facets.

Despite their promise, theater-making games struggle to enskill 
successfully their users in the experience of theater, and I argue 
that this is because of an incom patibility between the bodily 
m echanics of theater-m aking the games represent and their own 
game-play mechanics, which call for largely untheatrical gestures 
such as pushing buttons, flipping cards, moving counters, and so 
forth. I suggest, however, that the presum ably distinct physical 
experiences of theater-making and game play can productively be 
brought to bear on each other if game designers take advantage of 
new technologies in immersive gaming. As a case in point, I’ll con
clude by discussing a Shakespeare videogame that I am currently 
helping to design w ith colleagues at the University of California, 
Davis. Using a Kinect camera, the game engages players’ bodies in 
a sim ulation of theatrical production, cognitively and physically 
im m ersing them  in m any of the perform ance actions them atized 
w ithin the game’s narrative. The game teaches users theatrical com-
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petencies by offering them the chance to feel the action of theater
making at both cognitive and physical levels. At the same time as 
it develops spectator skills, this sort of playing amounts to real the
atrical work. Drawing on Ian Bogost’s discussion of “performative 
mechanics” in videogames—w herein actions performed as part of 
a game affect simultaneously the world w ithin and the world out
side it—I maintain that in the process of simulating theater-making, 
players become creators of the Shakespearean “work.”6

* * *

W hether explicitly or im plicitly pedagogical, theater-making 
games hold great potential for teaching users about Shakespeare in 
performance. For instance, in Richard Heffner and Mike Siggins’ 
Shakespeare: The Bard Game (a board game by Uberplay, 2004) 
and Shakespeare’s Globe theater online game H em m ings’ Play 
Company, players pretend to be Elizabethan theater managers 
working to stage commercially viable plays in the face of numerous 
vagaries of perform ance—lost props, sick actors, m ercurial aud i
ence members, and so forth. As players weigh the benefits of invest
ing in props vs. actors or discover the havoc the plague could inflict 
on profits, players can experience the trials and tribulations of run
ning a theater com pany and staging an Elizabethan play. Other 
theater-making games offer players the chance to inhabit the roles 
of stage designer, wardrobe manager, or dramatist. For instance, the 
player of the iPad app ilnsultThee generates Shakespearean barbs 
worthy of the bard, such as “Thou clouted folly-fallen maggot p ie” 
or “Thou artless urchin-snouted fustilarian”—creative genius with 
the touch of a button. More complex is the dramatist role in The 
Playwright Game, a Web-based choose-your-own-adventure by 
PBS, where the user takes on the persona of an aspiring playwright 
who must make tough decisions about what plot to pursue for his/ 
her next dram a.7 Choose correctly, and the player becomes the 
famous Bard of Stratford; choose wrong, and the player may return 
to a former life of shoveling dung, because apparently writing 
“flops” like Dido, Queen o f Carthage does nothing for one’s career.

Setting aside their obvious bardolatrous ideologies, the games 
have pedagogical value insofar as they familiarize their users with 
various aspects involved in the process of making theater such that 
w hen game players attend an actual Shakespeare perform ance, 
they would arguably be more critically and emotionally engaged in 
what they see. As scholars in the field of educational gaming have
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shown, games are especially successful in  enskilling players be
cause of their immersive and interactive qualities—they offer 
opportunities to practice certain actions in a protected, curated 
space.8 However, the physical mechanics of most games, I would 
argue, limit their pedagogical potential by keeping just out of reach 
the phenomenological experience of theater-making. In these 
games, em bodied game actions (pushing buttons, clicking the 
mouse, flipping a card, moving a counter) abstractly represent the 
embodied gestures of producing theater but do not come close to 
mimicking it. For instance, players of The Bard Game produce a 
“play” by gathering props, scripts, and actors from different spaces 
on the board where these components can be purchased (a noble
m an’s country house for patrons, a tavern for actors, a marketplace 
for props). [See image 1.] Although the game immerses the player 
in an historically accurate story about managing an Elizabethan 
theater company, this immersion works solely at the level of narra
tive representation, for the gamic gesture of moving one’s counter 
from one space to another conveys the sense that putting on a play 
was and is primarily a challenge of geographical mobility. Neither 
theater historians nor phenom enological accounts of theater
making would support that conclusion, of course.

Tensions between the physical gestures of theater-m aking and 
game-playing are especially evident in a game like Design a Post
card (Shakespeare’s Globe). In this art-based game users create 
visual scenes, adding actors and props to a postcard background of 
their choice—a scaled down version of the performing object the
ater games popular in the Victorian era and revived recently in the 
iPad app Pollock’s Toy Theatre.9 Insofar as some postcards depict 
m odels of London’s reconstructed Globe theater stage, the game 
exposes players to theatrical objects and scenery associated with 
historical and contemporary Shakespeare performance, encourag
ing young players to feel like set designers and partially even like 
directors. The mechanics of the game, however, create a very differ
ent feeling, more akin to working w ith Adobe Acrobat or other edit
ing software. Once players choose a prop, for example, they use 
various tools to change its scale, position, and orientation. In terms 
of its ludic action, Design Postcards is largely dependent on very 
untheatrical com puter skills, on players knowing how to point, 
click, and manipulate the right digital-editing tools.

It is partly because the mechanics of gaming in most machine- 
based play are so untheatrical that the theater-making games per-
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Image 1: The board for Shakespeare: The Bard Game (Uberplay, 2004). Photo
graph by the author.

haps best able to teach theatergoing competencies are storytelling 
role-play games (RPGs). For instance, in Brian Paul and Danielle 
Rosvally’s Revenge of the Groundlings—one of several dozen 
games created for Game Chef, a game-design competition whose 
2011 theme was Shakespeare—players take on the role of would- 
be actors and dramatists, creating a play inspired by Shakespeare’s 
characters and genres.10 Players choose a genre card (comedy, trag
edy, or history), which determines their character’s motives (e.g., 
in comedy, the character scale moves between malice and love). 
And they choose from a list of archetypal Shakespeare characters 
(e.g., lover, reluctant ruler, clown) as well as various plot elements,
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such as ghosts, madness, and misdirected letters. Recognizing the 
im pact of audiences, the game requires player-actors to expend 
“stage presence” points, a lim ited resource, w hen they “enter” a 
scene to have their character take part in it. The only moments of 
actual theatrical performance in Revenge of the Groundlings come 
at the end of each round or “act,” when the winning player gives a 
soliloquy to the group. Nevertheless, its players come to learn a lit
tle something about Shakespeare performance during the course of 
play as they participate in the collaborative production of a script.

In their integration of embodied role play to teach theatrical com
petencies, storytelling RPGs support my sense that theater-themed 
games are more pedagogically effective—at least in terms of theatri
cal enskillm ent—w hen their m aterials of play closely resemble 
materials used in theater production. In this case the game, like the
ater, is made through speaking and, in the best of playing scenarios, 
gesturing bodies. But is it possible to create a similar experience of 
theater making through machine-based play? Ten or even five years 
ago, I th ink the answer to this question might have been “no .” 
However, recent innovations in gaming technology have m ade it 
possible to bring into closer alignm ent the physical gestures of 
m achine-based play and of theater making. I am referring to the 
new generation of immersive gaming platforms like Wii but espe
cially Kinect for Windows and Xbox, in which players control their 
on-screen 3D avatars through use of their own bodies. If the user 
wishes for her avatar to wave a hand in the air, the user simply pro
duces the gesture. The user’s skeletal data is captured by the Kinect 
camera and mapped onto the 3D avatar, which appears to reflect 
back the gesture in what feels to the player like real time. Theatrical 
paradigms (probably unwittingly) inform this technology of anima
tion, and I would suggest that such technologies hold out revolu
tionary possibilities for bringing the experience of theatergoing and 
theater making to people who might never otherwise set foot in a 
theater, particularly not a Shakespeare one, or at least who don’t 
get all that excited when they do.

At the University of California, Davis’s ModLab, we are experi
m enting w ith these possibilities through the developm ent of a 
Shakespeare videogame called Play the Knave. A Kinect-enabled 
game for W indows, Play the Knave offers users an immersive, 
embodied experience of staging a scene from a Shakespeare play. 
Users begin to craft their production of the scene by choosing set 
design (historical or fantastical), music, lighting, costumes/actors
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and theater space (e.g., a proscenium or a thrust stage). Once these 
choices are selected, the screen shows a three-dimensional image 
of the theater stage the players have chosen, all done up to convey 
the selected setting, and each p layer’s avatar (i.e., the costum ed 
actor) appears on the stage ready to perform. Shakespeare’s script 
lines scroll at the bottom of the screen, and in a kind of theater kara
oke, the players perform , their gestures and voices m apped onto 
their avatars. The effect is that of seeing one’s perform ance m ir
rored “ live” on screen. [See image 2.] The game-play session is 
recorded and at its close, players can choose any seat in the theater 
from which to view the performance. The recorded scene can then 
be shared w ith a chosen viewer (such as a teacher or friend) or on 
public sharing sites like Facebook and YouTube, the latter having 
become a dom inant m edium  for the production, reception, and 
teaching of Shakespeare in the twenty-first century.11 Users might 
then mash up scenes created by other users. Ultimately, users will 
be able perform remotely, their avatars sharing a digital stage with 
the avatars of friends or strangers anywhere in the world. They will 
also be able to im port their own assets (stages, design features, 
music) and, using the Folger’s open-source online Shakespeare

Image 2: Storyboard for Play the Knave (UC Davis ModLab), showing users per
forming a scene from A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Drawing by David Nessl. 
© UC Davis ModLab.
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texts, to stage any scene from any Shakespeare play or splice 
together scenes to produce a digital production of an entire play.

Play the Knave is inspired  by an activity long popular among 
Shakespeare teachers: having groups of students perform scenes 
from a Shakespeare play in order to study its language, themes, 
plots, and characters . 12 Scene perform ance activities offer a 
practice-based research method through which students discover 
variations in the way a play can be interpreted. Students consider 
the many variables that go into a production (such as setting, cos
tume, line delivery, and casting), and this process of working out 
how to represent a scene through theatrical performance prompts 
students to debate the meaning of the scene as well as the larger 
drama of which it is a part. Play the Knave’s game format replicates 
and arguably improves on this staple of Shakespeare pedagogy. In 
addition to exporting these methods of teaching Shakespeare out
side the classroom context, the game’s algorithmic setup system- 
izes the com ponents of performance. This has several positive 
ramifications for users w ithin and outside classrooms. One, it helps 
users become and rem ain conscious of the relationship between 
interpretation and each of their production decisions. Two, some of 
the work of interpretation is off-loaded to the system, making it eas
ier for novice users to utilize perform ance for literary analysis. 
Three, the game encourages experimentation and more extensive 
practice-based research because changes to setting, costume, light
ing, and theatrical architecture are so easy to accomplish. With a 
few clicks, users can adjust what appears on screen, offering them 
the chance to play around with scenes and their possible meanings.

As the game provides players an experience perhaps not identi
cal to but closely akin to that of producing ambient theater, it helps 
bu ild  not only p layers’ understandings of particular scenes in 
Shakespearean drama, but their overall competencies in theatergo
ing. Whereas other theater-making games I’ve discussed offer the 
player the chance to inhabit one or maybe two theater roles (direc
tor, dramatist, actor, designer, audience member), players of Play 
the Knave embody all of these roles, becoming familiar with every 
aspect of the theater-making process. And even if the choices of 
theater space, actors, set design etc. are somewhat constrained by 
the game’s assets (i.e., at present, there are only so many set designs 
possible), players become acutely aware that every aspect of what 
appears on a stage is the result of a choice that someone has made. 
What is more, as players use gesture and vocalization to animate
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their on-screen avatars, they experience what it feels like to per
form live, like the actors they would see in a physical theater. And 
because users control w hether their scene perform ance is made 
public (not the case in classroom ambient scene performances), the 
risks of this kind of experiential learning are low, while the benefits 
are as high as they have always been. Play the Knave familiarizes 
players w ith the complex process of producing theater, enabling 
them to feel the action of theater making. Beyond the pleasures of 
game play itself, the game prim es users for fuller and deeper 
immersion as audiences to ambient live theater, Shakespearean or 
any other.

There is something else at stake when gamers enact and publi
cize Shakespeare scenes in Play the Knave. As players simulate the
ater making, they become creators of the Shakespearean “w ork . ” 13 

When users of Play the Knave perform a scene from, say, A Mid
summer Night’s Dream, that scene exists w ith in  the particular 
game session but also, and particularly as the scene is shared with 
w ider audiences, becomes part of the dramatic “w ork” that is A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream. If, as M. J. Kidnie has argued, Shake
speare’s works are not static objects but become defined through 
the process of adaptation and especially through debates about 
whether a particular text or production is faithful as an adaptation, 
then a game like Play the Knave, as it facilitates the work of adapta
tion on a broad scale, becomes part of the process through which 
Shakespearean drama is understood and recognized. Play the 
Knave thus might usefully be categorized as “w ork” under the 
definition proposed by Ian Bogost, whose How to Do Things with 
Videogames calls our attention to the “performative mechanics” of 
certain games where players’ actions performed in-game not only 
“take on a meaning in the game, but they also literally do some
thing in the world beyond the game and its players . ” 14 Indeed, Play 
the Knave blurs Bogost’s d istinction between games as art and 
games as work, for through players’ engagement in the labor of the
atrical performance, they end up producing theatrical art. A session 
of Play the Knave constitutes, simultaneously, work and art.

W hether Play the Knave will be a success in commercial gaming 
or among educators and theater advocates is still an open 
question—at the time of this essay’s publication, the game is still 
under developm ent—but even in only its conceptual and proto
typed state, it offers a helpful way to theorize the relationship
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between gaming and theatrical production, enterprises with over
lapping skill sets. Indeed, as I have argued elsewhere, theater and 
gaming are historically and theoretically enm eshed practices, 
although many scholars in theater history, game studies, and per
formance studies have set them in hierarchical relationship to each 
other, one serving the o ther . 15 On the one hand, theater scholars 
and practitioners have studied the ludic nature of theatrical per
formance, exploring how theater can be and historically has been 
infused w ith and influenced by games . 16 Among the many contem
porary instances of game-based theater are site-specific perform 
ances or immersive theater, such Punchdrunk’s highly successful 
production Sleep No More, which is essentially a gaming of Shake
speare’s Macbeth. On the other hand, scholars in game studies and 
game designers have explored how dramaturgy and theatrical mod
els structure gaming. For instance, Brenda Laurel has argued that 
Aristotelean theories of theater can productively inform the design 
of human-computer interfaces, and a number of scholars and prac
titioners have used dramatic character analysis as a method for cre
ating more interesting avatars . 1 7 Computer scientist Michael Neff 
has persuasively argued that we can create more robust and con
vincing expressive characters in virtual worlds by applying the 
insights of theater practitioners and theorists . 18

In each of these cases, scholars leverage one discipline/practice 
against the other. In the first case (theater) gaming is used to under
stand or produce theater; theater subsum es the game, and the 
resulting product or theory is considered as or in terms of theater. 
In the second case (gaming), theater provides models or tools for 
understanding how games work or for producing better games; in 
this case, gaming subsumes theater. Play the Knave emerges out of 
and constitutes a more reciprocal relationship between gaming and 
theater, underscoring the transferability of skills between these pre
sumably different engagements. Theater inspires the game’s design, 
but gaming technology makes it possible to create the game in the 
first place. Moreover, as I have maintained, a session of Play the 
Knave is sim ultaneously both game play and theatrical work. In 
Shakespeare’s era, the relationship between theater and gaming 
was reciprocal and mutually reinforcing in just this way, though in 
the hundreds of years since, we seem to have forgotten that. Per
haps new technologies of gaming that are grounded in and teach 
theatrical enskillment allow us to catch up w ith the past.
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